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A computing game

• Tom plays a game in which he pretends to be a 

computer

• Equipment:

– A set of boxes

– Each box is identified with a number (address) 

– Each box contains a piece of paper with a single number 

written in it

5 8 -2 120 4 66 1 0

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8



A computing game

Tom must sequentially execute instructions 

(commands) which operate on the box content. 

Example:

• Add the number contained in box #2 to the 

number contained in box #4 and place the result in 

box #5

5 8 -2 120 4 66 1 0

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8



A computing game

• Add the number contained in box #2 to the 

number contained in box #4 and place the result in 

box #5

5 8 -2 120 128 66 1 0

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

+



A computing game

Another example:

• Subtract the number contained in box #4 to the 

number contained in box #3 and place the result in 

box #2

5 -122 -2 120 128 66 1 0

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

-



A computing game

Another example

• If box #8 is greater than zero, put number 10 in 

box #7. Do nothing otherwise

5 -122 -2 120 128 66 1 0

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

>0?



A computing game

This simple game simulate how a real computer 

works:

A computer consists of a memory (the boxes) and a 

CPU (Tom) that can change the content of the boxes 

by following a sequence of instructions 

• A real computer (just like Tom) can only execute a 

limited set of simple instructions operating on 

numbers

• A real computer continue indefinitely to execute 

instructions (Tom never get tired)



More on instructions

To be useful, Tom needs a sequence of instructions 

that change the content of the boxes to produce a 

result. Informally we can refer to this sequence as an 

algorithm.

We use algorithms everyday:

• Cooking recipes

• Instructions describing how to use a device (like 

the microwave)

• Directions to reach a certain place



Algorithms

An algorithm is an ordered set of unambiguous 

executable steps that defines a terminating process.

To be executed, an algorithm is converted into a 

sequence of instructions that are valid for a specific 

type of computer (Tom, Intel processors, ARM 

processors, etc)

If an algorithm is programmable on one computer, 

then in principle it is programmable on any computer.



A simple algorithm

Let’s define an algorithm that, given two numbers (m,n) in 

box #1 and #2, puts in box #3 the quotient and in box #4 

the remainder of the division m/n

• Content of box #1 and #2 are called inputs

• Content of box #3 and #4 are called outputs

We also suppose that the only instructions that Tom can 

perform are:

• Place a number in a box

• Sum/Subtract

• Compare if a number contained in a box is greater 

than some other



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

#1 #2 #3 #4

...let’s try to execute it!



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 0

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 0 8

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 0 8

#1 #2 #3 #4

Yes!



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 0 5

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 1 5

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 1 5

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 1 5

#1 #2 #3 #4

Yes!



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 1 2

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 2 2

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 2 2

#1 #2 #3 #4



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 2 2

#1 #2 #3 #4

NO



A simple algorithm

1. Put  0 in box #3

2. Put the content of box #1 in box #4

3. If content of #4 is >= than content of #2

a. Subtract #2 to #4 and place the result in #4

b. Add 1 to #3 and place the result in #3

c. Return to step 3

4. HALT

8 3 2 2

#1 #2 #3 #4

ReminderQuotient



Modern computers

So far we have seen the basic concepts of a basic 

computing device. As you may imagine, a real-world 

computer is far more complex than that.



Modern computers

As we have seen in our idealized “computing game”, the hardware that 

characterize a computer is the CPU (which executes instructions) and 

Memory (which stores data used by the CPU)

To be useful in practice, computers often control different input-output 

devices (monitor, printers, keyboard, mouse, cameras, etc.)



The CPU

CPU (Control Processing Unit) is the core electronic 

circuitry of a computer. As soon as it is turned on, it 

executes a series of stored instructions (called a 

program) in a cycle composed by 3 fundamental steps:

1. Fetch:  retrieves an instruction from program memory

2. Decode: fetched instruction is converted into 

electrical signals to control/configure other parts of the 

CPU to the subsequent execution

3. Execute: the CPU performs the requested operation. 

The result often changes the internal registers or main  

memory directly.



The CPU

Arithmetic logical unitInternal CPU memory

Main computer memory



Instructions

Where are the instruction stored?

In Von Neumann architecture (Like the computer you 

typically use) the instructions are stored in the main 

memory just like any other data (inputs and outputs)

Each specific architecture defines a machine code that 

maps numbers to specific instructions:

Examples:

13 means sum “1” to the box #3

245 means subtract box #4 to the box #5 and place the result in #4



Compilers

How can we program a computer to execute a 

specific task?

Usually a complex task is defined by an algorithm written 

in some “high-level language” (C, C++, C#, Java, Python, 

Matlab, R, etc).

A compiler (or interpreter) transforms the high level 

language into machine code (a sequence of numbers) 

that can be executed by a particular CPU after being 

loaded in memory



From high level to machine code

Memory address

Instruction code



More about memory

Von Neumann architecture is particularly interesting 

because of its flexibility:

• Memory contains just numbers. The meaning of those 

numbers depends on the context. (Can be data used 

by the program or the instructions itself)

• Since a program is stored in the main memory, we 

can write a program that modify itself (or other 

programs) during the execution (not so common 

nowadays for security reasons..)

In practice, how can the memory store our numbers?



More about memory

Many different memory technologies (SRAM,DRAM,etc)

All based on the same idea: The presence or absence of 

electric charge defines the memory content.

To increase the signal-to-noise-ratio, it is better to have 

just two states: presence or absence of charge

That’s why, in almost all computers, numbers are 

expressed in base 2 instead of base 10. (Just 2 states 

instead of 10)

Easy to convert to and from the two bases.



More about memory

Usually, the presence of charge is denoted with number 

“1” and absence with number “0”.

The two basic unit of information (0 and 1) are called bits

Each memory cell is usually grouped in units of 8 bits, 

called bytes.

12

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0



Multiples of bytes

Value Symbol Name

1000 k Kilo bytes

10002 M Mega bytes (One million 

of bytes)

10003 G Giga bytes (One billion of 

bytes)

10004 T Tera bytes (One trillion of 

bytes)

10005 P Peta bytes 



Volatile/Non volatile memory

The memory discussed so far is called “volatile” since its 

value get lost when the power is switched off (no charge 

remain stored in it)

Non-volatile memory is designed to keep its data even 

without any external power

Advantages:

• Data can be stored permanently in it

Disadvantages:

• Slow access time

• Random access may be slower



Volatile/Non volatile memory

The closer a memory type is to the CPU, the quicker the 

CPU can access the instructions and execute them. 

However, the closer it is to the CPU the smaller and 

more expensive it is. Each type of memory is limited by 

their speed, size, cost and position in relation to the 

CPU.



Storing complex data

If the memory can only contain numbers (integers), 

how can we store text, real numbers, images, sounds 

and videos?

We need some predefined rules (or conventions, or 

standards) to encode a specific type of data into a 

sequence of numbers.

Data that are analogue by nature (ex an image, a sound, 

etc) must first be digitized. 

> More on that in the following lessons



Representing text in computers

The simplest type of encoding to represent text in 

computers is the American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange: ASCII (Pronounced ASS-kee).

ASCII specifies a correspondence between digital bit 

patterns and character symbols (1 byte per symbol)

Composed by:

• control characters (which do not represent printable 

characters but rather control their visualization). 

Example: line feed, carriage return, ESC, Tab

• 95 printable characters 



ASCII character encoding



ASCII character encoding

ASCII encodes only 95 selected printable characters (94 

glyphs and one space), which include the English 

alphabet, digits, and 31 punctuation marks/symbols

Only the English alphabet is completely represented. 

If accented letters are replaced by two-character 

approximations, ascii can partially accommodate also 

European languages

Not all the possible 8-bit combinations are used. Some 

ISO standard extensions have been proposed to include 

characters sufficient for most common Western European 

languages



ISO 8859-1 (Latin 1)



ISO 8859-15 (Latin 9)



Character set confusion

In order to correctly interpret and display text data 

(sequences of characters) that includes extended codes, 

hardware and software must use the specific extended 

ASCII encoding that applies to it. 

• There is no general way to automatically infer the 

correct encoding (they are just numbers, right?)

Applying the wrong encoding causes irrational substitution 

of many or all extended characters in the text.

Since Microsoft Windows (using a superset of ISO 8859-

1) is the dominant operating system for desktops today, 

that encoding is usually assumed



ISO 8859-1 (Latin 1) vs Mac OS 

Roman



Unicode character set

First attempts to create a universal character set able to 

represent all the possible symbols used nowadays (and 

in the past) dates back in 1987 with the work of Joe 

Becker from Xerox and Lee Collins and Mark Davis from 

Apple.

Such character set was called Unicode. The name was 

chosen to suggest a “unique, unified, universal 

encoding”

In its final version, Unicode contains 1.114.112 different 

elements (called code points)



Unicode character set

In practice, unicode contain every possible symbol in 

all the known languages, plus additional glyphs like 

modern emojis

https://unicode-table.com/en/

http://www.unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html

Unfortunately, to encode all the 1.114.112 different 

code points at least 3 bytes are needed, thus 

substantially increasing the size of a written text

https://unicode-table.com/en/
http://www.unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html


Multi-byte character encodings

To optimize space, we can exploit the fact that not all the 

code points are equally probable in a written text

Ex:

All the characters used in the ASCII encoding are far 

more common than the ones from ancient languages

To accommodate a vast set of different characters, 

modern encodings use a variable number of bytes to 

represent a single character.

The most common (at least in the WWW) character 

encoding used today is the UTF-8.



UTF-8 character encodings

UTF-8 encoding can use a variable number of bytes (1..4) 

for each character:

- The first 128 characters (US-ASCII) need 1 byte. ie. 

an ASCII encoded text is also a valid UTF-8 text

- The next 1,920 characters need 2 bytes to encode, 

which covers the remainder of almost all Latin-script 

alphabets, Greek, Cyrillic, Coptic, Armenian, etc.

- 3 bytes are needed for characters in the rest of the 

Basic Multilingual Plane, which contains virtually all 

characters in common use

- 4 bytes are needed for characters of, various historic 

scripts, mathematical symbols, and emoji



UTF-8 character encodings



Representing real numbers

Similarly to text, real (fractional) numbers need some 

sort of encoding to be represented

A simple way to express fractional numbers is by 

using a fixed number of bits (fixed point numbers) 

for both the integer part and the fractional:

Example:

1 byte for the signed integer part, 1 byte for the 

fractional part



Fixed vs Floating point

• The major advantage of using a fixed-point 

representation is performance: A fixed-point number 

can be added/subtracted/multiplied like an integer 

number

• However… fixed-point numbers have a relatively 

limited range of values that they can represent.

Floating Point Notation is a way to represent very large 

or very small numbers precisely using scientific notation

in binary. It provides a varying degrees of precision 

depending on the scale of the numbers used.



Scientific notation (in decimal)

When we use Scientific Notation in decimal (the form 

you’re probably most familiar with), we write numbers in 

the following form:

+/- mantissa x 10exponent

Example: -12.3 x 105

Since the same number can be expressed with different 

powers of 10, we usually use the normalized scientific 

notation in which e choose an exponent so that the 

absolute value of the mantissa remains greater than or 

equal to 1 but less than the number base.

Example: -12.3 x 105 ->  -1.23 x 106



IEEE 754 

Floating Point Representation is essentially the 

Normalized Scientific Notation applied to binary numbers

The IEEE754 standard defines a number of different 

binary representations that can be used when storing 

Floating Point Numbers in memory:

• Half Precision – Uses 16-bits of storage in total.

• Single Precision – Uses 32-bits of storage in total.

• Double Precision – Uses 64-bits of storage in total.

Structure: (-1)sign x mantissa x 2exponent



IEEE 754

Single precision:

max positive value: ≈ 3.402823466 × 1038

min positive value: ≈ 1.175494351 × 10−38

Double precision:

max positive value: ≈ 1.7976931348623157·10308

min positive value: ≈ 2.2250738585072014·10−308

Floating point arithmetic is more complex than the fixed 

point counterpart. Operations are usually implemented 

with a dedicated circuitry in the CPU called floating-point

unit (FPU)



Accuracy problems

Since we can only store numbers with finite precision 

(memory is finite) we can encounter erroneous and 

unexpected situations.

Some examples:

• The number π cannot be represented. The closest 

representable approximation (in double) is: 

3.1415926535897932384626433832795

This implies that:

sin( π ) = 0.1225×10−15 (should be zero!)

tan( π/2 ) = 16331239353195370.0 (should be +inf)



Accuracy problems

Addition and multiplication are commutative but not 

associative due to rounding errors

Example using 7-digit significand decimal arithmetic:

a = 1234.567, b = 45.67834, c = 0.000400

(a+b) = 1280.24534  that rounds to: 1280.245

(a+b)+c = 1280.2454 that rounds to: 1280.245

(b+c) = 45.67874

a+(b+c) = 1280.24574 that rounds to: 1280.246

This is a typical problem that may rise when summing 

many small numbers. We can have different result 

depending on the summation algorithm



Operating System

Using a computer by simply reading and writing numbers 

on its memory would be extremely cumbersome for a 

human.

To manage its complexity, a special program called 

operating system controls the general operation of a 

computer, and provides an easy way for us to interact with 

computers and run applications.

Popular operating systems:

• Microsoft Windows

• Mac OS

• Linux

• Android



Key functions of an OS

• Provides a user interface so it is easy to interact with the 

computer

• Manages the CPU: runs applications and executes and cancels 

processes

• Multi-tasks: allows multiple applications to run at the same time

• manages memory: transfers programs into and out of memory, 

allocates free space between programs, and keeps track of 

memory usage

• manages peripherals: opens, closes and writes to peripheral 

devices such as storage attached to the computer

• Organises data: creates a file system to organise files and 

directories

• Security: provides security through user accounts and 

passwords. Manages privileges to restrict data access to 

specific users

• Utilities: provides tools for managing and organising hardware



OS: user interface

The os provides an environment for the user to interact with the machine. 

The user interface (UI) can be either graphical or text-based:

Text based: 

Implemented as a Command Line Interface (CLI). This is a text-only 

service with feedback from the OS appearing in text. Using a CLI 

requires knowledge of the commands available on a particular 

machine.

Graphical user interface (GUI)

provides an environment with tiles, icons and/or menus. Interactions 

usually happens with a combination of mouse and/or touchscreen



OS: CPU management

To execute a specific program, it must first be copied into 

main memory at a known location. One of the task of an OS is 

to load a desired program to memory and run it

Also, the OS manage the simultaneous execution of several 

programs at once with a component called scheduler.



OS: Memory management

Different processes simultaneously running must not interfere: 

They must use different parts of the main memory or use 

specific parts of the memory that can be used to 

communicate. 

The OS decides:

• how memory is shared between processes

• what happens when there is not enough main memory to 

get the job done

In general the OS provides an isolated view of the underlying 

hardware to each program. Each program can act as if it 

were the only program running on the computer with no 

conflicts on memory, CPU and other resources



OS: Files

The operating system manages data into files, which are 

structured in specific ways in order to allow:

• faster access

• higher reliability

• better use of the available space.

files are organized into one-dimensional sequence of 

bytes, whose format (ie. the way the data is written) can 

be defined by its content and/or by its “extension” (ie. the 

suffix of the file name)



OS: Files

Together with its content, a file is commonly 

characterized by:

• A name, which provides a way to access its content

• An extension (the suffix of the name starting with .)

• A size, usually expressed in bytes, defining the 

amount of data contained in it

• Attributes like the creation date, last modification 

date, details about the owner, etc.

The way the information is stored into a file is up to how 

it is designed. Usually computer programs assist the 

user in creating files with specific formats



OS: File systems

The operating system manages the following operations 

on files:

• Creation

• Changing of permissions/attributes

• Opening (which makes the file contents available to a 

program)

• Reading data

• Writing data 

• Closing (So that the content is no more available to the 

program that has it opened)

The specific way in which files are stored on a non 

volatile memory (disk,SSD,flash drive,etc) is called a file 

system, and enables files to have names and attributes. 



OS: File systems

Most file systems are hierarchical and contain directories

that contain lists of other files (or other directories).

The OS organises where and how files are stored,

deleted, read, found and repaired. 

It detects errors such as missing disks or incorrect file 

names, and informs the user that errors have occurred.


